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About This Game

An Action Puzzle Adventure Game with roots in the classic "Point & Click" genre. Take your time and explore the environment
for clues to puzzles. Zoom in to detailed areas to find secrets that allow you to progress in the game.
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Ceghran, The Dread King, has constructed a dungeon kingdom to house his lords, accumulate souls, create magical artifacts and
form dreadful legions. Ceghran has his lords collecting souls to reconstruct his being. If Ceghran is successful in becoming

whole, the world will be in anguish. It's now up to you to stop Ceghran and his Lords from causing mayhem across the realm.
Complete with Built-Out 3D environments. Easy to Control, Graphic Intensive Artwork, Puzzles, Coin Collection, Sound

Effects, Random Loot, Random Puzzles, Random Stories, Random Spawns, RPG Style, Progressive Elements.

Features

Top Down View Action: This game captures the player from a top down angle, providing you with an absolute way to
see all.

Multiple Control Support: Dungeon Lurk II provides you with many different ways to control the character including
WASD, touch screen to move, mouse click to move, on screen joystick and game controller.

Multi-Language Support: Over 50 languages supported (Machine translations in most languages).

Traditional Adventure Style: Go back in time and relive the adventure game genre with updated mechanics and
graphics.
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Live Action Cut Scenes: Experience puzzle solving with live action presentation cut scenes and enjoy the moment.

Action Movement Puzzles: Some puzzles require your hand eye coordination to survive or solve the puzzle.
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Release Date: 27 Oct, 2014
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English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Po
lish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chine
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I am really enjoying the game, but for some reason all i can do is walk and kick. i madeit past the rolling hot ball and m now at
the tomb but this is where i am stuck. It's very frustrating to quit the game, (come on after 2 hours) and when I want to restart, i
have tostart ALL OVER again, yes, from the very beginning I wonder if it's possible to put updates and include a SAVE
button??? Also i cannot zoom in. The fire buttons are working i suppose, I do get a yellow sphere. but i cannot jump, hitting my
space bar does absolutely nothing. Maybe there is an update andi don't know about it? I have a sony vaio and Nivdie (spelling)
sound card. An i7 and the graphics are great but the controls arent all there. Please email me if you have ideas to make it work
better. Thanks. doug. too many bugs - though the puzzles are fun
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